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Three-dimensional band structure and bandlike mobility in oligoacene
single crystals: A theoretical investigation
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Quantum-chemical calculations coupled with a tight binding band model are used to study the
charge carrier mobilities in oligoacene crystals. The transfer integrals for all nonzero interactions in
four crystalline oligoacenes~naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene! were calculated,
and then used to construct the excess electron and hole band structures of all four oligoacene
crystals in the tight binding approximation. From these band structures, thermal-averaged velocity–
velocity tensors in the constant-free-time and the constant-free-path approximations for all four
materials were calculated at temperatures ranging from 2 to 500 K. The bandwidths for these
oligoacenes were found to be of the order of 0.1–0.5 eV. Furthermore, comparison of the
thermal-averaged velocity–velocity tensors with the experimental mobility data indicates that the
simple band model is applicable for temperatures only up to about 150 K. A small-polaron band
model is also considered, but the exponential band narrowing effect is found to be incompatible to
experimental power law results. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of charge-carrier mobilities in organic m
lecular crystals has continued for more than 30 years,1,2 but
the problem of the best way to describe the motion of cha
carriers in the crystal has still not been fully resolved.3,4 Re-
cently, the realization of electronic devices based on crys
line organic materials has renewed the interest in develop
new theoretical models to better understand this problem5–7

and new techniques developed for preparing ultrapure si
crystals of these organic materials have enabled the stud
intrinsic charge transport mechanisms.8–11 Because the mo
bility is an important factor for potential electronic applic
tions, it is of importance that we develop a theoretical mo
capable of describing the charge transport mechanism in
ganic molecular crystals.

The measured intrinsic mobilities of oligoacene sing
crystals show a band to hopping transition occurs at ab
room temperature,4,12,13which enables us to characterize t
charge-transport mechanism in two different regimes, ba
like mechanism at low temperature, and hopping mechan
at high temperature. Although that this transition occurs
cause of the effect of electron–phonon coupling is wid
accepted, a quantitative theory that can describe the cha
carrier behavior in both regimes is still missing, especia
for the wider band materials, tetracene and pentacene.
polaron model has been applied to earlier studies on na
thalene with some success.12,14–16

a!Electronic mail: yccheng@mit.edu
b!Electronic mail: silbey@mit.edu
c!Permanent address: Center for Research in Molecular Electronics
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The charge transport in the bandlike regime of o
goacene crystals is of particular interest, because relati
high charge carrier mobilities, ranging from 1 to 10 cm2/V s
at room temperature to more than 102 cm2/V s at low tem-
perature, have been achieved in well order
materials.6,8,10,17In addition, the measured mobilities follow
the power law temperature dependencem;T2n with n
'1.5– 3.0 in the bandlike regime. This power law depe
dence suggests a wide-band theory may be applicabl
highly purified aromatic molecular single crystals, but so
all theoretical calculations have failed to provide the corr
magnitudes and temperature dependences of the cha
carrier mobilities in organic molecular crystal systems.4,18,19

Karl et al.have used a standard wide-band theory to desc
the high, field-dependent hole mobilities observed in na
thalene at low temperature, and obtained a reasonable
their field-dependent results.8 They concluded that a classica
band-type transport model with combined acoustic- a
optical-phonon scattering in nonparabolic bands is suita
for describing the mobilities in naphthalene at low tempe
ture. However, because of the lack of reliable information
the band structure of the system, an important problem ab
the consistency of the band picture was left unanswere
their paper. Due to the advances of modern quantu
chemical techniques, it is now possible to compute the b
structure and examine the wide-band model theoretica
Therefore, an investigation based on purely theoretical
rameters and modeling is essential to interpret new exp
mental developments and better understand the underl
transport mechanism.

In this paper, a band model coupled with quantu
chemistry calculations is used to study the charge car

nd
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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mobilities in oligoacene crystals. Recently, Cornilet al.have
developed a semiempirical Hartree–Fock intermediate
glect of differential overlap~INDO! method which can be
used to obtain good estimates of the transfer integrals in
der Waals bonded crystals.20–22Here we adopt this method t
calculate transfer integrals for all nonzero interactions
naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene cry
and then use these parameters to obtain the band struc
and the mobility tensors for these crystals. A tight bindi
method first proposed by LeBlanc2 and then extended b
Katz et al.23 in the early 1960s is used to construct the ba
structure, and the velocity–velocity tensor products are a
aged over the Boltzmann distribution among the ene
bands. In addition, in order to account for the effect
electron–phonon coupling under the framework of a ba
band model, we discuss the polaron band theory and its
plicability. Throughout this work, we focus on the behavi
of charge carriers in the low temperature bandlike regim
and neglect the hopping regime. The goal of this investi
tion is to re-examine the standard wide-band description
the mobility in oligoacene compounds based on the new
rameters, and provide information about the applicability
the simple wide-band model.

II. METHOD

A. Theoretical background

The model adopted here for calculating the band str
ture and the mobility tensors for organic molecular cryst
was first proposed by LeBlanc2 and then extended by Kat
et al.23 in the early 1960s. Note that since all the compoun
investigated here have a crystal structure containing
molecules~say, typea and typeb! in a unit cell, there are
two bands arising from the symmetric and antisymme
combinations of molecular wave functions in a cell for bo
excess-electron and excess-hole. Assuming the concentr
of charge carriers is very small so that one-particle form
ism is applicable, and the excess electron or hole does
significantly change the wave function of the molecule,
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital~LUMO! of a molecule
can be used as a basis for crystal electron wave functi
and the highest occupied orbital~HOMO! can be used for
hole wave functions. In the tight binding approximation, t
energies of the two excess-electron~excess-hole! bands,
E1(k) andE2(k), can be expressed in terms of the trans
integrals between molecular LUMOs~HOMOs!,23

E6~k!5S Ta1Tb

2 D6AS Ta2Tb

2 D 2

1V~k!2. ~1!

For crystals with inversion symmetry,

Ta5Ea22•(
i

t i
a
•cos~k"r i

a!, ~2!

Tb5Eb22•(
i

t i
b
•cos~k"r i

b!, ~3!

V~k!522•(
i

t i
ab
•cos~k"r i

ab!, ~4!
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wherek is the wave vector;Ta and Tb represent the inter-
actions betweentranslationally equivalentmolecules,Ea

and Eb are the corresponding molecular orbital energy
monomer-typea and b, respectively; the summation inTa

(Tb) is taken over all interactingtranslationally equivalent
molecules;t i

a (t i
b) is the intermolecular transfer integral be

tween the central typea ~b! molecule and the typea ~b!
molecule at thei th unit cell. For crystals with a unit cel
containing two equivalent molecules,Ea5Eb and t i

a5t i
b ;

r i
a (r i

b) is the vector from the center typea~b! molecule to
the typea~b! molecule at thei th unit cell; V(k) represents
the interaction between typea and b molecules, and the
summation is over all interactingtranslationally inequivalent
molecules;t i

ab is the intermolecular transfer integral betwe
the central molecule and thetranslationally inequivalent
molecule at thei th unit cell, andr i

ab is the vector connecting
these two molecules.

Equations~1!–~4! are the necessary analytical equatio
for constructing the energy band structure for an excess e
tron or an excess hole in a crystal with two molecules in
unit cell, regardless of the details of crystal structure a
intermolecular interactions. In addition, the velocity
charge carriers can be calculated from the band structure
a standard band-theory model, the group velocityv~k! of the
delocalized electron waves or hole waves is given by
gradient of the band energy ink-space,

v~k!5~1/\!•¹kE~k!. ~5!

Although it is not possible to directly calculate the valu
of the mobility tensor using a band model, we can use t
simplified models for the relaxation time to evaluate impo
tant parameters related to the mobility tensors.2,23,24Given a
constant isotropic relaxation timet0 ~constant-free-time ap
proximation! or a constant isotropic free pathl ~constant-
free-path! for the motion of the charge carriers in the cryst
the components of the mobility tensor are

m i j 5et0^v iv j&/kT, ~6!

and

m i j 5~el/kT!^v iv j /uv~k!u&, ~7!

in the constant-free-time and constant-free-path approxi
tions, respectively. Herev i is thei th component of the group
velocity, v~k!, and the bracket in the equation means an
erage over the Boltzmann distribution of a charge carrie
the energy bands,

^v iv j&5

E H ]E1

]ki

]E1

]kj
e2bE1~k!1

]E2

]ki

]E2

]kj
e2bE2~k!J dk

\2*$e2bE1~k!1e2bE2~k!%dk
,

~8!

whereE1(k) is the energy of the upper band, andE2(k) is
the energy of the lower band, as described in Eq.~1!. Inte-
grals in Eq.~8! can be evaluated numerically to obtain th
values of thermal-averaged velocity–velocity tensor produ
^v iv j& and ^v iv j /uv„k…u&. The two terms, ^v iv j& and
^v iv j /uv„k…u&, are the main quantities of concern here, f
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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they can serve as estimates of the values of the real mob
tensors under the constant-free-time or constant-free-path
proximations.

B. Numerical calculations

Values of important parameters in the band equati
@Eqs.~1!–~4!# can be evaluated using numerical methods
this investigation, the values of site energy and transfer in
grals were calculated using the INDO semiempiric
quantum-chemical method.21,22,25 Using crystal structures
taken from the Cambridge database, parameters for
crystalline oligoacenes~naphthalene,26 anthracene,27 tet-
racene, and pentacene!28 were calculated by performing
ZINDO ~Refs. 20 and 29! calculations on all molecula
dimers within the third nearest-neighbor shells for each cr
tal. The crystal data used in our calculations are listed
Table I. Because it is highly unlikely that molecules locat
outside the third shell will interact with the central molecu
we expect that all nonzero interactions are included in
calculations. Note that special attention needs to be pai
the phase of the macromolecule wave functions to determ

TABLE I. Crystal constants and structures of oligoacenes.

Naphthalene Anthracene Tetracene Pentac
Crystal constants Monoclinic Monoclinic Triclinic Triclinic

aa 8.0980 8.4144 6.057 6.275
b 5.9530 5.9903 7.838 7.714
c 8.6520 11.0953 13.010 14.442
ab 90.000 90.000 77.13 76.75
b 124.400 125.293 72.12 88.01
g 90.000 90.000 85.79 84.52

aUnits in Å.
bUnits in deg.
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the correct signs of the transfer integrals. Once we have
site energy and transfer integrals, analytical expression
the energy bands as a function of the wave vector,k, can be
obtained using Eqs.~1!–~4!. In addition, the 3D total density
of states~DOS! can be calculated by performing a primitiv
histogram calculation inside the first Brillouin zone.

Because the unit cell vectorsa, b, andc are not orthogo-
nal to each other for the crystals investigated here, a n
Cartesian coordinate system was used to perform the g
velocity calculations. The new coordinate system is cho
as follows: the newx-axis is parallel to thea direction, the
y-axis is on theab plane and points to the positiveb direc-
tion, and the newz-axis is parallel to the interlayerc8 direc-
tion which is perpendicular to theab plane. The group ve-
locity of charge carriers in the energy band was calcula
according to Eq.~5! in the new coordinate system, and pr
jected back to each unit cell direction to evaluate the veloc
vector in the real space. The thermal-averaged integral@Eq.
~8!# was evaluated by applying an adaptive Gaussian inte
tion method using a 51-point Gauss–Kronrod rule over
first Brillouin zone with more than 10231023102 points.
The estimated absolute error is,1026 in all numerical inte-
grations performed. Values of the thermal-averag
velocity–velocity tensor products were calculated at te
peratures ranging from 1.7 K to 500 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Transfer integrals

The calculated site energies and transfer integrals for
four oligoacenes are listed in Table II. The calculated s
energies for typea and typeb molecules in naphthalene an
anthracene crystals are the same because of their monoc

e

00

0
0

TABLE II. Calculated site energy and transfer integrals~units: meV!.

Naphthalene Anthracene Tetracene Pentacene

HOMO LUMO HOMO LUMO HOMO LUMO HOMO LUMO

DEa 0 0 0 0 48 252 0.0 22
ab b c
1 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 229.25 33.33 49.93 48.30
0 1 0 38.50 11.15 48.30 29.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.

21/2 1/2 0 36.59 241.49 247.89 256.05 268.88 270.80 297.82 281.08
1/2 1/2 0 36.59 241.49 247.89 256.05 261.92 247.42 272.65 281.62

23/2 1/2 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.88 24.61 25.74
3/2 1/2 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 214.56 0.0 24.75 23.22

21/2 3/2 0 22.99 22.99 23.40 23.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1/2 3/2 0 22.99 22.99 23.40 23.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0 21 1 21.49 24.08 0.0 22.31 1.08 23.53 3.12 0.0
1/2 1/2 1 213.60 24.21 213.87 23.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1/2 21/2 1 213.60 24.21 213.74 23.80 6.82 0.00 22.43 0.00

21/2 21/2 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 212.63 0.0 22.29 25.33
21/2 23/2 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27.58 0.00 21.21

1/2 23/2 1 21.22 1.08 1.22 21.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.04
1/2 3/2 1 21.22 1.08 1.22 21.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

23/2 21/2 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 29.33 0.0 21.72
3/2 21/2 1 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0
3/2 3/2 1 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0

23/2 23/2 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.13 0.00 0.00 0.00

aRelative on-site energy,Eb2Ea .
bUnit vectors being the lattice vectors.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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P21/a symmetry. However, in tetracene and pentacene c
tals, which have a triclinicP1̄ symmetry, an energy differ
ence is found between typea and typeb molecules. This
energy difference is due to a slight geometry difference
tween typea and typeb molecules, and leads to a significa
difference in the band structures, as we will see in the n
section.

For all compounds investigated here, calculated in
layer interactions are significantly larger than interlayer
teractions. The important in-plane interactions found
those along the nearest-neighbor directions,d1 ~1/2, 1/2, and
0 along thea, b, andc directions! andd2 ~21/2, 1/2, and 0
along thea, b, andc directions!, and short crystal axis~b for
naphthalene and anthracene,a for tetracene and pentacene!;
these results are in agreement with previous calculat
for oligoacene crystals22,24,30 and mobility measurement
pointing to two-dimensional transport in oligoace
crystals.11,31,32

The evolution of the size of transfer integrals with r
spect to the size of oligoacene molecules, from two rings
naphthalene to five rings in pentacene, indicates that the
of the conjugatedp system and the structure of the crys
are both important factors determining the strength of
interactions.33 We find that as the size of the molecule i
creases, the calculated interactions for both holes and e
trons alongd1 andd2 increase; this contrasts with the situ
tion observed in cofacial dimers~where the HOMO splitting
decrease with increasing chain size!, thus pointing to the
subtle interplay between crystal packing and calcula
transfer integrals.33 Interestingly, interactions between mo
ecules located in adjacent layers~along thec direction! de-
crease as the size of the molecule increases. This resul
be attributed to the longer distance between layers in la
molecules. As the distances between the adjacent layer
crease, the weakp–p interactions along thec direction de-
crease.

B. Band structure and density of states

The DOS spectra and band structures along different
cell vectors are displayed in Figs. 1–4 for naphthalene,
thracene, tetracene, and pentacene, respectively. Shap
LUMO and HOMO bands along theka , kb , kc , kd1 , and
kd2 directions are plotted. Note that the values of thek vec-
tors are scaled such that the value at the first Brillouin z
edge is unity. The band structures of tetracene and penta
are slightly different from those of naphthalene and anth
cene, which can be ascribed to the different crystal structu
and the significant energy differences between typea and
type b molecules in the tetracene crystal. For monoclin
naphthalene and anthracene crystals, the degeneracy a
Brillouin zone edge on theab plane due to the crystal glid
plane symmetry can be clearly seen in the graph, as we
the Van Hove singularities around the band edges. Beca
no such symmetry exists in triclinic crystals, there is no d
generacy at the zone edge in the results for tetracene
pentacene crystals. The largest contribution to the ene
splitting at the zone edge is from the difference betweena–b
site energies, so that the size of the splitting is approxima
Downloaded 06 Feb 2003 to 143.106.128.205. Redistribution subject to 
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twice the size of the site energy difference. In all cases,
dispersion along thec direction is much smaller than thos
along the other directions, and a large gap is found betw
upper and lower bands along thec direction. This is clearly
due to smaller interactions between molecules located in
jacent layers, and is a well known result for this kind
herringbone packing material.22–24As a result, we expect the
charge carrier mobilities along thec direction to be smaller
than those along other directions,

The bandwidth values for all oligoacenes are summ
rized in Table III. Bandwidths along thea, b, c, d1 , d2 di-
rections and the 3D total bandwidths calculated from
widths of the continuous region in the DOS spectrum
listed in Table III, as well as values of the gaps between
upper and lower bands in each direction. All four compoun
investigated here have a continuous band with widths fr
400 meV to 700 meV, in agreement with recent experimen
and theoretical results.8,11,22,34In addition, comparing the to-
tal bandwidth for different oligoacenes, we find that t
bandwidth increases when the size of the molecule increa
as we expect for herringbone structures.33

When the thermal populations of the charge carriers
taken into account, a parameter other than total bandw
should be adopted for comparing intrinsic transport prop
ties. For all the compounds investigated here, the bandwi
are significantly larger than the thermal energy, i.e.,W
@kT. This result implies that a wide band limit can be us
to describe the transport of excess holes or excess elect
and at normal temperatures, only the states around the en
minima of the band are populated. Note that due to the
ture of the excess charge carriers, the energy of an ex
electron is measured upward from the bottom of the low
band, while the energy of an excess hole is measured do
ward from the top of the upper band. That is, within th
two-band model, the motion of the excess electrons in
crystal are governed by the lower LUMO band, while t
motion of the excess holes are governed by the up
HOMO band.

Previous theoretical investigations have often used t
bandwidths as criteria for comparing intrinsic excess elect
and excess hole mobilities, but comparing values of to
bandwidths can be misleading. For example, in a pentac
crystal, the total bandwidths of HOMO and LUMO band
along thed1 direction~which is the direction with the stron
gest interaction! are approximately the same~738 meV and
728 meV, respectively!; this could easily lead to the conclu
sion that the electrons can be as mobile as holes in penta
crystals. However, if we consider the thermal population a
compare mobilities according to the width of the upp
HOMO band for excess hole and the lower LUMO band
excess electron~523 meV and 183 meV, respectively!, the
intrinsic excess hole mobility is predicted to be significan
larger than the intrinsic excess electron mobility in a pen
cene crystal. Therefore, the width of the upper HOMO ba
appears to be a better parameter for estimating excess
mobility, and the width of the lower LUMO band is a bette
parameter for estimating excess electron mobility. Accord
to these two criteria, we predict all oligoacenes investiga
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Shape of the LUMO band~up-
per panel! and the HOMO band~lower
panel! of naphthalene in the major
crystal directions; the right panel is th
corresponding density of states.
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here to have higher excess hole mobilities, in agreement
experimental results.11,31

C. Thermal averaged velocity–velocity tensor

The calculated thermal-averaged velocity–velocity te
sor products in constant-free-time and constant-free-path
proximations for naphthalene in the temperature range f
1.7 K to 300 K are presented in Fig. 5. Data for all oth
oligoacene crystals have a similar temperature depend
and are therefore not presented here. For all four crys
studied here, the components^VaVa& and ^VbVb& show a
linear temperature dependence at temperatures higher
10 K, which can be ascribed to the increasing thermal po
lation of higher energy states. The component^Vc8Vc8& be-
Downloaded 06 Feb 2003 to 143.106.128.205. Redistribution subject to 
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haves differently and saturates quickly at about 100 K, wh
can be easily understood by considering the small bandw
~;30 meV! and the band gap along thec8 direction. Because
of the small bandwidth along this direction, charge carri
quickly populate the nonparabolic part of the band as te
perature increases, resulting in the saturation of the gr
velocity of charge carriers. To test the result, we calcula
values of the other two diagonal components at higher te
peratures, no saturation behavior can be observed in^VaVa&
and^VbVb& up to 1000 K, in agreement with the larger va
ues of bandwidths along these directions.

The amplitude of̂ Vc8Vc8& at low temperatures is com
parable to or even larger than the components along tha
and b directions. This result seems to be contrary to t
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Shape of the LUMO band~up-
per panel! and the HOMO band~lower
panel! of anthracene in the major crys
tal directions; the right panel is the
corresponding density of states.
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general belief that the in-plane mobilities are significa
higher than the perpendicular ones in oligoacene single c
tals, and the result that the transfer integral along thec8
direction is much smaller than transfer integrals on the pla
However, on closer inspection, the unexpected large valu
^Vc8Vc8& can be explained by considering the thermal po
lation of the electronic states. The states at the bottom of
band have zero velocities. Therefore, in order to obtain
nonzero velocity, states with higher energy have to be po
lated. If the band is narrow, states with higher velocity can
populated at lower temperature; if the band is broad, t
only states with low velocity are populated at low tempe
ture. As a result, the value of^V2& is a trade-off between the
width of the band and the population of states with high
velocity ~which is easier to achieve for narrower bands!.
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Table IV lists values of six tensor components for
four oligoacene crystals at 50 K. Note that for crystals w
monoclinic unit cells, such as naphthalene and anthrac
theb direction is one of the three principal axes, so that th
are only four nonzero mobility components. However, t
orientations of the three principal axes for the triclinic un
cells are not unique, and in general all six mobility tens
components for tetracene and pentacene crystals are non
Given the approximations in our model, these velocit
velocity tensor products contain the contribution to t
charge carrier mobility from the potential energy field a
plied to the charge carrier. Therefore, diagonal compone
of these products can be seen as the theoretical upper b
of the charge carrier mobilities when scattering processes
omitted. Values of these tensor components again sug
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Shape of the LUMO band~up-
per panel! and the HOMO band~lower
panel! of tetracene in the major crysta
directions; the right panel is the corre
sponding density of states.
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that the excess hole mobility is higher than the excess e
tron mobility in oligoacene crystals, and that the mobiliti
increase with chain length in agreement with the previo
considerations. Furthermore, great variations between va
of components along different directions indicate highly a
isotropic crystal environments in these crystals.

D. Self-consistency check on the band model

The use of a band representation to describe the mo
of the charge carriers in the crystal can be justified o
when both the mean free path exceeds many intermolec
distances and the uncertainty in the energy of the scatt
carriers does not exceed the bandwidth,

l@a0 ,
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For the crystals studied herea0'5 Å andW'0.5 eV, there-
fore the criteria for band theory to be applicable arel longer
than 5 Å andt0 larger than 10215 s. To examine the appli-
cability of the band model used in our calculations, the te
perature dependent mean free time and mean free path
calculated by fitting the available experimental mobili
data11,18to our theoretical thermal-averaged velocity-veloc
tensor products using Eqs.~6! and ~7!. The results in the
temperature range from 30 K to 300 K for excess hole
naphthalene crystal are presented in Fig. 6.

From Fig. 6, it can be clearly seen that the above crite
are fulfilled only at a temperature lower than 150 K, and a
application of this simple band model to temperatures hig
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Shape of the LUMO band~up-
per panel! and the HOMO band~lower
panel! of pentacene in the major crys
tal directions; the right panel is the
corresponding density of states.
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than 150 K is open to criticism. In addition, the calculat
results along different directions are significantly differe
which implies that the scattering processes are highly an
tropic.

Because of possible highly anisotropic scattering p
cesses, the use of constant-free-path or constant-free-tim
proximations should be treated with care, and a better
proach would be to consider the free time or free path a
temperature dependent tensor property of the crystal. B
cally, the present model keeps the mobility anisotropy or
nating from the energy band structure in the avera
velocity–velocity tensor, and puts dynamic effects related
the scattering processes into the constant-free-path
constant-free-time terms. Using only averaged free time
free path to describe the scattering processes can onl
Downloaded 06 Feb 2003 to 143.106.128.205. Redistribution subject to 
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justified when the following conditions are all fulfilled:~i!
The scattering processes along the three different crysta
rections are the same;~ii ! coupling between charge carrie
and crystal phonons is small;~iii ! molecular motions have
only a small effect on the electronic structure of the crys
Note that the constant-free-time and constant-free-path
proximations are very crude especially for organic molecu
crystal systems, because the highly anisotropic crystal e
ronments and somewhat small~compared to traditional inor-
ganic semiconductors! intermolecular interactions contradic
the basic assumptions behind these approximations. E
investigations related to bandlike mobility calculations tri
to compare the predicted mobility anisotropy to the expe
mental data in order to verify the theory;2,23,24this should be
taken with much caution because of the possible differen
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE III. Widths of excess electron and hole bands~units: meV!.

Direction

Naphthalene Anthracene Tetracene Pentacene

HOMO LUMO HOMO LUMO HOMO LUMO HOMO LUMO

a1a 75.65 183.95 249.26 251.44 207.71 275.22 560.89 548.77
a2b 87.62 183.95 249.26 251.44 306.76 113.59 173.40 172.16
agap

c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 111.02 89.53 4.08 7.08
awidth

d 163.27 367.90 498.52 502.87 625.49 478.34 738.37 728.00
b1 235.65 228.58 442.46 371.17 305.13 225.15 377.76 362.64
b2 103.11 139.32 67.43 131.70 300.77 245.83 355.44 362.64
bgap 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.59 6.26 5.17 2.72

bwidth 266.38 367.90 509.89 502.87 625.49 477.24 738.37 728.00
c1 111.57 4.35 88.17 19.05 45.89 57.38 30.09 41.27
c2 99.59 28.30 88.17 37.55 41.54 78.06 7.78 41.27
cgap 163.27 339.60 322.19 446.27 538.06 341.80 700.50 645.47

cwidth 374.43 372.25 498.52 502.87 625.49 477.24 738.37 728.00
d1

1 229.67 228.58 442.46 371.17 216.50 208.50 523.09 539.88
d1

2 66.40 139.32 56.06 131.70 307.19 93.08 113.28 183.12
d1gap

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 101.79 175.66 102.00 5.00
d1width

229.67 367.90 498.52 502.87 625.49 477.24 738.37 728.00
d2

1 229.67 228.58 442.46 371.17 205.12 271.79 542.88 536.89
d2

2 66.40 139.32 56.06 131.70 306.43 93.08 191.58 160.28
d2gap

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 101.79 175.66 3.91 30.82
d2width

229.67 367.90 498.52 502.87 625.49 477.24 738.37 728.00
Totale 409.00 372.30 509.40 508.30 625.50 502.70 738.40 728.00

aWidths of the upper bands. dTotal bandwidth along this direction.
bWidths of the lower bands. e3D total bandwidths are calculated from the widths of the

continuous region in the DOS spectrum.cWidths of the gaps between the upper and lower bands.
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of scattering processes along different crystal directions,
considering the band structure effect alone is unlikely to
count for the real anisotropy in mobilities.

IV. POLARONIC EFFECTS

In order to understand the temperature dependence o
mobilities, one should include the possibility of the form
tion of polaron bands.16 Especially in the case of the oli
goacene crystals where low frequency optical modes e
excitation of these optical modes can change the tran
matrix elements significantly since the transfer matrix e
ments are strongly dependent on orbital overlap in th
systems.33 In the oligoacene crystals, there are in fact lo
lying librational modes that will be moderately to strong
coupled to the transfer matrix elements.35 A theoretical de-
scription of the effect of a strongly coupled optical mode
the diffusion or mobility of an electron or hole in a molecul
crystal was first given by Holstein36 and discussed further b
many other authors.16,37–39Here we will only use the result
of these theoretical investigations.

We assume that at least one optical mode is coup
moderately strongly to the transfer matrix elements and
the bandwidth of this mode is much smaller than its f
quency, so that we can approximate the optical mode a
local mode. We also assume that the coupling constan
that local mode to the transfer matrix elements is appro
mately independent of the sites involved in the transfer m
trix element. Finally we assume that the coupling is n
strong enough to localize the electron or hole, so that
correct description of the transport is that of a polaron ba
model~i.e., that hopping transport, although described by
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of naphthalene velocity–velocity te
under constant-free-time approximation~upper panel! and constant-free-
path approximation~lower panel!.
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TABLE IV. Components of thermal averaged velocity–velocity tensor product in constant-free-time and constant-free-path approximations at 50

Naphthalene Anthracene Tetracene Pentacene

Hole Elec. Hole Elec. Hole Elec. Hole Elec.

^Va
2&a 191.19 261.19 376.12 435.62 358.76 556.63 852.48 137.47

^Vb
2&a 380.04 131.95 618.32 122.26 537.92 365.56 532.15 528.47

^Vc8
2 &a 199.08 52.88 351.97 158.08 312.27 416.25 251.48 355.19

^VaVc8&
a 257.40 264.92 2111.80 258.62 2140.79 295.96 0.98 275.27

^VaVb&
a 0 0 0 0 197.94 248.06 72.68 46.81

^VbVc8&
a 0 0 0 0 2134.86 2160.37 232.92 79.35

^Va
2/uVu&b 6.75 10.21 9.85 13.32 9.56 13.12 17.82 4.72

^Vb
2/uVu&b 11.81 6.20 14.57 4.96 13.49 9.54 12.30 13.99

^Vc8
2 /uVu&b 6.72 2.61 9.38 6.25 8.82 10.76 6.93 10.60

^VaVc8 /uVu&b 21.74 22.46 22.31 21.46 23.22 22.07 0.01 21.99
^VaVb /uVu&b 0 0 0 0 4.29 20.80 1.55 1.18
^VbVc8 /uVu&b 0 0 0 0 22.81 23.53 20.69 21.79

aConstant free-time approximation; units: 1010 cm2 s22.
bConstant free-path approximation; units: 105 cm s21.
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same Hamiltonian, is a small term in the temperature ra
of interest!. Under these circumstances, the effect of
electron–optical phonon coupling is to make the effect
bandwidth temperature dependent. As the temperature
creases, the effective bandwidth decreases.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of calculated hole relaxation time~upper
panel! and hole free path~lower panel! for naphthalene crystal. Result
along the crystala direction~open circle! andb direction~open square! are
presented.
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In the small polaron theory, the standard form to d
scribe the temperature dependence of the effective tran
matrix elements is

teff5 t̄ exp~2g2 coth~bv/2!!, ~9!

whereg is the electron–optical phonon coupling constantv
is the optical phonon frequency, andb is 1/kbT. As a simple
test, we use Eq.~9! to calculate the effective transfer matr
elements at different temperatures, and then use the resu
construct the polaron band structure and calculate veloc
velocity tensors according to the procedure described in S
II. Several different values of bothg andv are used to per-
form the calculation, and we found that only a largev and
small g can produce a reasonable fit to the experimen
power law results. However, the exponential band-narrow
effect described in Eq.~9! results in a exponential decreas
of mobility when kbT.v, contradicting the power law re
sults observed in experiments. Therefore, a full-dres
small polaron band theory is inadequate for describing
charge-carrier mobilities in oligoacene single crystals. Sim
lar results appear to have been obtained by Giuggioliet al.
independently to the present work.40 Given that in organic
crystals, the electron–phonon coupling constant is belie
to be small to intermediate in value and the bare bandw
is large, it is possible that the polaron band narrowing eff
does not obey a simple exponential form as in Eq.~9!. A
polaron-band theory that includes the correct band narrow
effect is necessary to adequately describe charge-carrier
bilities in the bandlike regime.

The complicated anisotropic environment as well as
subtle interplay between crystal packing and transfer in
grals make the charge-carrier transport in molecular crys
a complicated phenomena. The phonon modes in molec
crystals have different frequency and bandwidth, and a
couple to the electronic states with different mechanism
strength. Hence, treating the transport problem with onl
single phonon band is unlikely to be adequate. Kenkreet al.
have used a band model with both acoustic and optical p
non scattering to obtain a reasonable fit to the pentac
experimental data in the band-transportation regime.41 Here,
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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we suggest that at least a two-phonon band model, one m
erately to strongly coupled and the other weakly coupled
necessary. The strongly coupled mode~most likely an inter-
molecular optical mode! dressesthe carrier and produces
polaron band, and the weakly coupled mode~most likely an
acoustic mode! does the scattering among the polaron ba
states. As a result, the temperature dependence of mobi
is due to both the temperature dependent polaron bandw
and the temperature dependent scattering rate. The key
in the success of this model is to obtain the correct form
the polaron band narrowing effect.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, transfer integrals for four oligoacene sin
crystals are calculated using the INDO semiempiri
method, and then used to construct the excess electron
hole band structures in the tight-binding approximation. T
band structure results suggest that a two-band model is
essary to understand the trend of mobilities in different o
goacene crystals, and the width of the upper HOMO band
the width of the lower LUMO band is a better parameter
estimating the mobility for excess holes or electrons, resp
tively. Our theoretical model can be used to explain the
perimental results that the hole mobility is higher than
electron mobility in oligoacene single crystals and that co
pounds with a longer conjugation length tend to have hig
mobility values.

From these band structures, thermal-averaged veloc
velocity tensors are evaluated using a standard semicon
tor band theory. We have compared these tensors to re
experimental data. We conclude that a simple band mod
unable to explain the temperature dependence of the ch
carrier mobility in oligoacene crystal systems for tempe
tures higher than 150 K and that the approximations t
constant-free-time and constant-free-path are isotropic
open to criticism. In conclusion, a simple wide-band theo
is insufficient for describing charge-carrier mobilities of o
goacene single crystals even in the bandlike regime.

A closer study of the polaron effect using the stand
small polaron narrowing model shows that a fully-dress
small polaron band theory is also inadequate for describ
the charge-carrier mobilities in oligoacene single crysta
This result suggests that the next step beyond the sim
band model will be to develop a model that can explici
include the polaronic effects, i.e., scattering processes
tween charge carriers and crystal phonons, and further un
stand the mechanisms of electron–phonon interactions.
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